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Density

59
Municipalities
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Friendly ProvinceFriendly Province
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Job Training Education and Community PoliticsJob Training Education and Community Politics

Equal opportunities office

European Policies and 
Decentralized Cooperation 

Service

Job Training Education 
Service

Employment Service

“ASTRA” “ASTRA” 
Integrated projectIntegrated project

Knowledge, Competences and Languages: Knowledge, Competences and Languages: 
a project for the citizen’s social growth a project for the citizen’s social growth 
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What ASTRA is What ASTRA is 

The project promotes the participation of adult citizens to training paths in Life Long
Learning as regards professional competences intended as “key competences” laid down
by the guidelines of the European Parliament and Council no. 962/CE of 18.12.2006

ASTRA is a project and an experience in adult train ing 
(between 25 and 64 years of age) aiming at:

the acquisition of competences which are 
indispensable to work and live in today’s 

society and at the same time to answer to 
the needs of a social/economic system 

based on knowledge as a key element for 
the development and the growth of the 

territory

narrowing the social and cultural gaps, in 
particular as regards those people which 
are more at risk of social and productive 

marginalization

Key competences for lifelong learning Key competences for lifelong learning 

The Reference Framework sets out eight key competen ces

Communication in the mother tongue

Communication in foreign languages

Mathematical competence and basic 
competences in science and technology

Digital competence

Learning to learn

Social and civic competences

Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship

Cultural awareness and expression
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ASTRA ASTRA 
focuses onfocuses on

Content and inceptionContent and inception

territorial characteristics and their valorization

improvement, in general terms, of development and 
social life of active citizens

offering of Life Long Learning over the whole 
province, dynamic and localised according to specific 

local needs and characteristics

To disseminate and/or improve basic 
computer skills for a wide section of the 
population

The first 
phase of ASTRA

To this purpose, most of the training activities are based on ICT

To make all new web communication and 
information systems accessible to all

ASTRAASTRA
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ASTRA is a series of short courses for working people
(mainly held in the afternoon and evening).

The project is based on an individual teaching approach
which gives the students the possibility to find work and to
enhance their professional growth.

The students interact with the teachers according to their
individual needs and by the characteristics and opportunities
offered by the territory.

Many courses, in particular computer and language, include
workshops which focus on the practical and operational
aspects.

Contents and characteristicsContents and characteristics

Astra Astra ‘‘VV’’ training courses tabletraining courses table

Training courses divided by key competences Hours

1 Computer – Basic Level 75

2 Computer – Advanced 75

3 Computer: Networking 75

4 Computer: Software Open Source 75

5 Foreign Language: Beginners (English) 75

6 Foreign Language: Advanced (English) 75

7 Foreign Language: Beginners (German) 75

8 Foreign Language: Advanced (German) 75

9 Foreign Language – Beginners (Spanish) 75

10 Foreign language – Advanced (Spanish) 75

11
Italy for foreigners: Language, Knowledge and Social

Competences
75

12 Job search 30

13 Setting up a business 30

14 Communication 30

15 Group activity 30

16 Work in a multicultural environment 30

17 Work in a safe and an eco-sustainable environment 30
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Districts of the province of PerugiaDistricts of the province of Perugia

1

2

3

6

7

4  5e

8  9e

Training courses regarding 
“professional profiles required by 

specific territorial needs”

2  - Alt o Chiascio

6  - Tr asimeno

8  e 9  - Spolet ino e Valner ina

4  e 5  - Valle Umbr a
3  - Per ugino

7  - M edia Valle del Tever e

 1  - Alt a Valle del Tever e

Astra Astra ‘‘VV’’ training courses tabletraining courses table

Training courses regarding “professional profiles required by

the province social and economic system “. – “professional

profiles required by specific territorial needs”

18 Administration and bookkeeping 75

19 Human resources: salaries and social contributions 75

20 Emerging market operators 30

21 Interior decorating 75

22 Green building and energy saving 30

23 CAD – Computer Aided Design 75

24 Web graphics 60

25 Assistance to people with special needs 45

26 Tourist offices 45

27 Territory and museum management 30

28 Selling techniques 30

29 Interior design 60

30 Arts and Crafts: local textiles 75

31 Arts and Crafts: carpentry and cabinet making 45

32 Arts and Crafts: pottery 75

33 Arts and Crafts: pizza 80
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ASTRAASTRA

The project, now in its 5th year has always been 
funded by the ESF (European Social Fund) through a 

public advertisement. Funding for the years 2007-
2013 is supplied within the Objective for Regional 

Competitiveness and Occupation – Human Resources

Funding

About 8,000 adults have taken part in the courses 
programmed by ASTRA in the first five editions The numbers

ASTRA: monitoringASTRA: monitoring

•10% of the participants think that work was found thanks to the courses 
•52% of the sample declared that the contents of the courses supplied the necessary 
skills to carry out the new job.

Results on a sample of 15% of the participants

67% women

63% age between 30 and 44

66% employed

12 months after the end of the training course :
• 10,8% received an increase in their monthly salary
• 7% had changed job 
• 60% had changed also contract and monthly salary

at the beginning of the courses
• over 35% of the participants was either unemployed or first job seeker or inactive
• 28.3% of these then found a job (80% women)
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Thank You 

for your kind attention


